A myriad of alternative splicing events that provide important biological functions are not well understood. Irimia et al. discover and characterize hundreds of 3-27 nt neuronal-specific ''microexons'' in mammals. Relative to other classes of alternative splicing, neuronal microexons display the highest degrees of evolutionary conservation, frame preservation, and neuronal switch-like regulation and overlap with protein interaction domains. They are also frequently misregulated in autistic brains through a mechanism linked to the reduced expression of the neuronal-specific splicing regulator nSR100/SRRM4.
Super-Enhancers AID Cancer PAGE 1524 and 1538
Activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) activity is required for antibody affinity maturation and class switch recombination in immunoglobulin genes. However, AID also acts on a set of off-target genes, generating translocations and mutations that contribute to cancer. Qian et al. find that AID targets in the genome are interconnected in 3D networks that overlap with super-enhancer domains, revealing the role of the nuclear architecture and the B cell regulome in recruiting AID activity. Accordingly, Meng et al. find that the AID off-target activities are promoted by ''convergent'' sense/antisense transcription that emanates from super-enhancers within transcribed gene bodies. Together, these studies suggest that super-enhancers target oncogenes for translocations in cancer.
Pep-Tidying Up Amino Acid Pools PAGE 1578
Lu et al. identify a new disease in humans caused by mutations in the enzyme Tripeptidyl peptidase II (TPPII), which manifests in the form of infections, autoimmunity, and neurodevelopmental delay. TPPII is required to maintain intracellular amino acid levels, and TPPII-deficient cells compensate by increasing lysosome number and proteolytic activity. The overabundant lysosomes derange cellular metabolism by consuming the key glycolytic enzyme hexokinase-2, which is what leads to impaired immune function.
Running on Acetate PAGE 1591 and 1603
Two papers in this issue present evidence that acetate is a key metabolite for tumor cell sustenance. Comerford et al. use mouse models and analysis of human tumors to show that the acetyl-CoA synthetase enzyme, ACSS2, converts acetate into the key molecule acetyl-CoA in a manner that is required for tumor growth. Mashimo et al. employ NMR spectroscopy to determine that acetate is oxidized in vivo in both primary and metastatic tumors, concomitant with ACSS2 upregulation. Acetate dependence may represent a cancer Achilles' heel.
A Sirtuin Surprise PAGE 1615
A study from Mathias et al. reveals two new aspects of cellular metabolism: a previously unknown enzymatic activity for a sirtuin protein and a noncanonical regulatory input into the activity of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDH). The mitochondrial SIRT4 functions as a lipoamidase that hydrolyzes lipoamide modifications on PDH (known previously to be regulated only by phosphorylation), leading to inhibition of its activity.
Caspases Prevent a STINGing Death PAGE 1549 and 1563
Activated caspases are a hallmark of apoptosis induced by the intrinsic pathway, but they are dispensable for cell death and the apoptotic clearance in vivo. Now, White et al. and Rongvaux et al. independently find that mitochondrial events of apoptosis trigger the initiation of a cell-intrinsic immune response, mediated by the expression of type I IFNs. Proapoptotic caspases, activated simultaneously by mitochondria, are required to inhibit that response. In the absence of a functional caspases, dying cells behave as if virally infected, activating the cGAS/STING pathway to produce type I IFN, showing that the apoptotic caspase cascade functions to render apoptosis immunologically silent.
Bridging the Gap via Sensations PAGE 1626
Spinal cord injuries alter motor function by disconnecting neural circuits above and below the lesion. Takeoka et al. now show that functional recovery upon injury relies on sensory feedback from muscle spindles, which facilitate the formation of detour circuits from the brainstem and spinal neurons and thereby bridge the injury.
Neurons Know Different Strokes PAGE 1640
Direction-selective responses to stimuli are a key feature of several sensory systems, including the auditory and visual systems. Rutlin et al. show that a subset of cutaneous mechanosensory neurons, the Ad-LTMRs, is tuned to the direction of hair deflection. This property results from the developmental polarization of Ad-LTMR endings to the caudal side of hair follicles. BDNF emanating from hair follicle epithelial cells directs this process, rendering the ability of neurons to detect the direction of hair deflection.
Bacterial Stress Sensor PAGE 1652
Detection of cell envelope integrity is essential for bacteria to rapidly respond to environmental stress. Cho et al. identify the lipoprotein RcsF as the sensor monitoring the functional integrity of the Bam machinery on the outer membrane. Bam binds RcsF and funnels it to the b barrel OmpA. Envelope stress interferes with this funneling ability of Bam, allowing the remaining RcsF to activate downstream signaling in response to environmental stress.
Hi-Res Hi-C and Well, Hello CTCF!
PAGE 1665
Rao et al. report a high-resolution Hi-C analysis of the human genome in multiple cell types that indicates a re-evaluation of chromatin domain organization and reveals unexpected insight into CTCF binding sites and inactive X chromosome topology. Distinct and conserved chromatin loops are defined as a domain subcompartments associated with different histone marks. Loop anchors typically occur at domain boundaries harboring CTCF sites arranged in a convergent orientation, with the asymmetric motifs ''facing'' one another.
Splicing RNA Thrill with DRiLL PAGE 1698
Rabani et al. present DRiLL, a novel computational framework that uses RNA-seq data to discover transcriptional and posttranscriptional events that control dynamic changes in RNA transcript levels. The framework allows quantifying the level, editing sites, transcription, processing, and degradation rates of each transcript at a splice junction resolution and can be applied to coding and noncoding RNAs in different organisms.
X Inactivation in Reverse PAGE 1681
Reprogramming somatic cells to iPSCs induces the reactivation of the inactive X chromosome (Xi). Tracking the epigenetic state of the Xi, Pasque et al. identify successive reprogramming stages and define requirements for Xi reactivation. The sequence by which Xi marks are reversed during reprogramming resembles the inverse order of developmental X inactivation for several marks but deviates from this chronology for marks associated with resistance to reprogramming. DNA methylation is particularly persistent, and its eventual removal appears to be independent of Tet enzymes.
